
Technical system management and consultancy for the superyacht industry

At Crest Systems we specialise in technical system management and consultancy for the 
superyacht industry. For both new builds and refits we offer design, management and support 
covering AV, IT, Communications and Lighting systems. Whether it is for on-demand consultancy 
requirements or complete projects from initial specification through to ongoing support, our 
experience and knowledge across onboard technical systems, technology and third party 
integration ensures we can help you achieve technical excellence. 

Services

Every superyacht is unique and every system has its own complexities but our approach remains 
consistent - providing the very best technical advice, engineering, management and support 
services. 

Crest Systems works with all parties involved to review technologies applied. As well as resolutely 
testing that the system design and specifications can and will match user expectations and 
required functionality, we also manage the integration of multiple third party systems. We ensure 
that your onboard systems deliver what you need, when you need it. That they are delivered as 
per the specification, are delivered on time and on budget providing seamless operation.

We have three core service categories:

DESIGN
System design is integral to the execution and efficiency of your onboard systems. We 
work with you to develop a system foundation that supports the functionality, system 
capabilities and future expansion you require.

MANAGEMENT
Technical management is at the heart of what we do. Our experience in managing the 
proposal, suppliers, installation and handover stages ensures you receive your systems 
on time, on budget and on specification.

SUPPORT
Our technical support services are tailored to suit the specific needs of your yacht and 
crew once at sea. We are on hand to trouble shoot, resolve issues and help establish 
continuous operation and uninterrupted service.

For further information on how we can assist your project requirements, please contact:

Nick Cranston
Email:! nick@crestsystems.co.uk
Tel: ! +44 (0) 1483 616550

Crest Systems Engineering Ltd, 42 Curling Vale, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 7PH, United Kingdom
Company Number 7475716    VAT Number GB107692213
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